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Uncertainty (Early 19th Century)

•

•

Before the 20th century, science was considered to be devoid
of uncertainty.
The scientific view at the time is summarized by Scottish
physicist and mathematician William Thomson (better known
as Lord Kelvin) “I often say that when you can measure what
you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know
something about it; but when you cannot measure it, when
you cannot express it in numbers, your knowledge is of a
meager and unsatisfactory kind".

Uncertainty (Late 19th Century)

•

•
•
•

In 1871, Austrian physicist Ludwig Boltzmann introduced what
became known as statistical thermodynamics, a theory developed
initially to study the motions of gas molecules in a closed space.
This was soon followed by the establishment of a new field of
physics which applied the same statistical reasoning in a
mechanical context: statistical mechanics.
The main difference between these new and traditional science
disciplines was the use of statistics (and probability theory) in order
to avoid the problems of Newtonian mechanics which were not
suitable for the complex systems (at this microscopic level) at
hand.
As Klir notes “When statistical mechanics was accepted, by the
scientific community as a legitimate area of science at the
beginning of the 20th century, the negative attitude toward
uncertainty was for the first time revised. Uncertainty became
recognized as useful, or even essential, in certain scientific
enquiries.”

Uncertainty (20th Century)
•

•
•
•

The introduction of Einstein‟s special theory of relativity and later general
theory of relativity further challenged areas of science traditionally
considered as certain such as the Galilean transformations of classical
mechanics.
In 1926 Werner Heisenberg formulated the principle of uncertainty, “a
principle of quantum mechanics implying that certain pairs of observables
cannot both be precisely and simultaneously known, and that as one of any
pair is more exactly defined, the other becomes more uncertain”.
While uncertainty became firmly established as a part of science, it was
taken for granted that all occurrences of uncertainty could be handled by
probability theory.
During the second half of the 20th century, it quickly became apparent that
fundamentally new mathematical models and methods were required as the
existing frameworks (i.e. classical - no uncertainty or uncertainty modelled
through probability) could not address the uncertainty as it was present in
the huge class of real world problems.
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Fuzzy Logic
•

•

Fuzzy logic was developed by Lotfi A. Zadeh in the 1960s in order to
provide mathematical rules and functions which permitted natural language
queries and uncertainty handling.

Fuzzy Logic attempts to mimic the way of human thinking to reason in an
approximate way rather than a precise way.

•
•
•

•

For example, we don‟t say “If the temperature is above 24
degrees and the cloud cover is less than 10% and I have 3 hours
time, I will go for a hike with a probability of 0.47.”
We say “If the weather is nice and I have a little time, I will
probably go for a walk.”

Fuzzy logic attempts to provide a way of mathematically expressing the
uncertainty of information.
Fuzzy Logic Control can be regarded as a way of converting linguistic
control information to mathematical control information.
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Fuzzy Logic Controller

Human Control Systems

Fuzzy Systems and Probability
•
•
•

Fuzzy Logic is considered to be one of the methods suitable for
modelling uncertainty.
Since its appearance in the 1960s, Fuzzy Logic has continuously
grown in terms of popularity and number of applications.
Nevertheless, one major criticism of fuzzy logic theory which was
proposed early on mainly by researchers with a statistics background
is the argument that Fuzzy Logic can be subsumed by probability
theory

Probability and Fuzzy Systems
•

•
•
•

The fundamental goal of probability theory is the definition of
the likelihood of occurrence of an event or condition.
Consider the example of a scuba tank containing breathable
air for 1 hour of diving when filled.
If we say “There is a 50% chance that the tank was filled
during the last maintenance”, it means that the likelihood of
the tank being empty or filled is equal.
Continuing the example, if a diver was to be diving using this
scuba tank, there is a 50% chance that the scuba tank is empty,
thus resulting in a serious risk for the diver.

Fuzzy Systems and Probability
•

•
•
•
•

Fuzzy Logic on the other hand does not focus on the likelihood of
occurrence of an event or condition, but on the degree of truth of this
event or condition.
Revisiting the Scuba Tank example, if a degree of truth is 50%, i.e. 0.5 (in
fuzzy logic degree of membership terms) that the scuba tanks is filled, it
means that the scuba tank is half-filled. In turn, this means that there is no
risk for the diver, he/she will always be able to dive with half a tank.
While both theories have analogies, the goal in specification of
information both theories pursue is completely different.
Probability determines the likelihood of occurrence of an event or
condition while fuzzy logic determines the degree to which a certain event
or condition is true.
It seems clear then that both theories, while having certain aspects such as
dealing with uncertainty in common, nevertheless cannot be reasoned to
be identical or being contained one within the other. In fact, it seems
intuitive to argue that both theories are not competitive or even exclusive
but in fact complementary as argued by Zadeh.

Fuzzy Systems and Uncertainties
•

•
•
•

•

While it is clear that it is hardly possible to account for all sources of uncertainty
in the vast number of (potential) applications for Fuzzy Logic Controllers (FLCs),
a series of sources of uncertainty have been well established in the literature and
are widely accepted :
Uncertainties in inputs to the FLC as the sensors measurements are affected by
high noise levels from various sources. In addition, the input sensors can be
affected by the conditions of observation (i.e. their characteristics can be changed
by the environmental conditions such as wind, sunshine, humidity, rain, etc.).
Uncertainties in control outputs which can result from the change of the actuators
characteristics which can be due to wear and tear, environmental changes, etc.
Linguistic uncertainties as the meaning of words that are used in the antecedents
and consequents linguistic labels can be uncertain, as words mean different things
to different people. (e.g. “cold” is very likely to mean something different to a
person in the Caribbean than to a person on the North Pole).
In addition, experts do not always agree and they often provide different
consequents for the same antecedents.

Type-1 Fuzzy Sets
•
•

Fuzzy logic theory is based on the computation with fuzzy sets.
While type-1 fuzzy sets allow for a fuzzy representation of a term to be
made, the fact that the membership function of a type-1 set is crisp means
that the degrees of membership set are completely crisp – not fuzzy

Type-1 FLC
•

For example, for a house environment a “Moderate” temperature could
be associated with the following triangular type-1 fuzzy membership
function
Moderate
Temperature

•

However, the centre of this triangular membership function and its end
points vary according the following:
• The user of the system, where different users will have different
preferences.
• Even for the same user, his preference will vary according to the
season of year, his mode, country, context and the room in the house
where “Moderate” temperature in the kitchen will be different to
“Moderate” temperature in the living room.
18

Problems with Type-1 FLCs
•

•
•

If precise type-1 membership functions are still specified
in order to satisfy a certain set of environmental and
operating conditions, already minor changes in these said
conditions render the designed type-1 system “suboptimal” as its membership functions do not account for
the new conditions.
This can cause degradation in the FLC performance which
can result in poor control and inefficiency.
Remedying this problem for type-1 systems can lead to
significant overheads (in design time and cost) as it
involves the frequently redesign or tuning of the type-1
FLC so that it can deal with the various uncertainties faced
in dynamic unstructured environments.

Type-2 Fuzzy Sets- I
 In a type-1 fuzzy set the membership grade for each element is a crisp
number in [0,1]

 A type-2 fuzzy set is characterised by a three dimensional membership
function and a Footprint of Uncertainty (FOU).
Primary
Membership

FOU

Secondary
Membership

 Hence, the membership value (or membership grade); for each element of
20
this set is a fuzzy set in [0,1].

Type-2 Fuzzy Sets-II
•

•
•

A type-2 fuzzy set is bounded from below by a
Lower Membership Function.
The type-2 fuzzy set is bounded from above by an
Upper Membership Function.
The area between the lower membership function
and the upper membership is entitled the Footprint
of Uncertainty.
F
Upper
Membership
Function

Lower
Membership
Function

Footprint of
Uncertainty
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Type-2 Fuzy Sets-II
•
•
•

The new third-dimension of type-2 fuzzy sets and the
footprint of uncertainty provide additional degrees of
freedom that make it possible to directly model and
handle uncertainties.
Hence type-2 FLCs that use type-2 fuzzy sets in either
their inputs or outputs have the potential to provide a
suitable framework to handle the uncertainties in real
world environments.
It is worth noting that a type-2 fuzzy set embeds a huge
number of type-1 fuzzy sets.
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Why type-2 FLCs-I
•

Using type-2 fuzzy sets to represent the inputs/outputs
of a FLC has many advantages when compared to the
type-1 fuzzy sets:

• As the type-2 fuzzy sets membership functions are fuzzy
•

and contain a FOU, they can model and handle the
linguistic and numerical uncertainties associated with the
inputs and outputs of the FLC.
Using type-2 fuzzy sets to represent the FLC inputs and
outputs will result in the reduction of the FLC rule base
when compared to using type-1 fuzzy sets.

• This is because the uncertainty represented in the FOU in
type-2 fuzzy sets lets us cover the same range as type-1
fuzzy sets with a smaller number of labels.
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Why type-2 FLCs-II
•

•

It has been recently shown that the extra degrees of freedom
provided by the FOU enables a type-2 FLC to produce outputs
that cannot be achieved by type-1 FLCs with the same number
of membership functions
• Where a type-2 fuzzy set may give rise to an equivalent type-1
membership grade that is negative or larger than unity [Wu
and Tan 2005].
Each input and output will be represented by a large number of
type-1 fuzzy sets, which are embedded in the type-2 fuzzy sets.
• The use of such a large number of type-1 fuzzy sets to describe
the input and output variables allows for a detailed description
of the analytical control surface as the addition of the extra
levels of classification give a much smoother control surface
and response.
• In addition, the type-2 FLC can be thought of as a collection of
many different embedded type-1 FLCs.
24

“A Type-2 Fuzzy Logic Controller for tracking mobile objects
in the context of robotic soccer games”, John Figueroa, Jorge Posada, Jairo
Soriano, Miguel Melgarejo, Sergio Rojas, Proceedings of the 2005 IEEE International
Conference on Fuzzy Systems, Reno, USA

Interval Type-2 FLC
•
•
•

The general type-2 FLC is computationally intensive and the
computation simplifies a lot when using interval type-2 FLC
(using interval type-2 fuzzy sets) which will enable us to
design a FLC that operates in real time.
This is why the vast majority of type-2 FLC are based on
Interval Type-2 FLCs (IT2FLCs) that employ interval type-2
fuzzy sets.
However, new theories are emerging which should enable the
realization of general type-2 FLCs that operate in real time.

The structure of Type-2 FLC

Rule Base

Defuzzifier
Crisp Inputs

Fuzzifier

Type-1 reduced Fuzzy
sets

Crisp Outputs
Y

x

Type-reducer

Type-2 input
fuzzy sets

Inference
Engine

Type-2 output
fuzzy sets
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Type-2 FLC OperationFuzzification
•
•

The fuzzifier maps a crisp input vector with p inputs
x=(x1,…,xp)T X1 x X2… x Xp  X into input fuzzy sets,
these fuzzy sets can, in general, be type-2 fuzzy input sets.
However singleton fuzzification is widely used as it is fast to
compute and thus suitable for the real time operation.
Membership Function

RFS

FNear
1

 F1 ( x1 ')

 F1 ( x1 ')
cm

x1’
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Type-2 FLC Operation: The
Inference Engine
•

The result of the input and antecedent operations,
which are contained in the firing set is an interval
type-1 set, as follows:

Type-Reduction: Calculating
the Type-Reduced Set

Defuzzification
•

•
•
•

From the type-reduction stage we have for each
output a type-reduced set.
Each type-reduced set is an interval type-1 set
determined by its left most point yl and right most
point yr.
We defuzzify the interval set by using the average of
ylk and yrk
Hence the defuzzified crisp output for each output k
is:

Parallel Hardware Implementations
of the type-2 FLC

KM
CP
WM
CP

Type-2 FLC Applications:

Industrial
Control- Marine Diesel Engines- II

•
•
•
•

Marine diesel engines are huge engines which due to their vast sizes and large power outputs
require accurate and robust speed control.
Accurate speed control of marine diesel engines is of critical importance as significant deviations
from the speed set point could be detrimental and damaging to the engine and the respective
loads.
Moreover, for applications such as power generation sets, the engine speed in rpm must be stable
multiples of the generated base frequency i.e. 50Hz frequency would require the engine to operate
at 1000 rpm, 1500 rpm etc. Hence, significant speed deviation can cause the generation of
incorrect frequencies resulting in loss of synchronisation between the generator and associated
power grid.
Robustness in speed control is required to overcome and recover quickly from the inherent
instabilities and disturbances associated with the fast and dynamic changes of the environment,
load and operation conditions.
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Type-2 FLC Applications:

Ambient Intelligent Environments- I
•

•
•

Ambient Intelligent Environments (AIEs) consist of a multitude of
interconnected embedded systems which form a pervasive infrastructure that
surround the user.
Intelligent agents are embedded into AIEs to form an intelligent “presence”
allowing the AIE to recognize the user and program itself to their needs by
learning from their behaviours in a non intrusive way.
AIEs face large amounts of uncertainty from various sources including:

•
•

•

Uncertainties arising due to change of environmental conditions such as the
external light level, temperature, time of day over a considerable long
period of time due to seasonal variations.
Uncertainties caused by the humans occupying these environments as their
behaviours, moods and activities are dynamic, unpredictable and nondeterministic and change with time and season There is also the fact that
different words mean different things in different times of the year and the
values associated with a term such as „warm‟ in reference to temperature
can vary from winter to summer.
Uncertainties in the agent‟s controller outputs due to the change of actuators
characteristics as a result of the wear and tear that occurs over time.

Type-2 FLC Applications: Ambient
Intelligent Environments- II
•
•

•
•
•
•

Unique experiments were conducted with various users during an extended period
(spanning the course of the year) inside the Essex intelligent Dormitory (iDorm).
It was possible to demonstrate how the type-2 agent can adapt in a life-long learning
mode and handle the faced short- and long-term uncertainties.
The type-2 FLC based agents were compared with type-1 FLC based agents in their
ability to model the user‟s behaviour while handling the long-term uncertainties.
The results showed that the type-2 FLC was better able to model the user behaviour
and handle the short- and long-term uncertainties while using fewer rules.
It was also shown that the type-2 agent was able to outperform the type-1 agent
performance while achieving a 60% increase in processing speed as a result of attaining
a 50% reduction in the size of the rule base, thus reducing memory usage.
In addition, the online experiments showed that the type-2 agents were able to adjust
the environment in a more satisfactory way to the user when compared to the type-1
agents.

Applications in Data Analysis
and Decision Making
•

•
•
•
•

The Process of ranking and short-listing applicants for job roles is
based on specifying the job requirements criteria (person
specification) and matching applicant CV‟s to the requirements.
The person specification is created by consulting a panel of experts (
i.e. HR managers).
A systematic and consistent way is needed for automatically
specifying these requirements based on the opinions and preferences
of different domain experts.
A way of assessing the quality and consistency of the human expert
decision makers is required.
A transparent framework to provide a comprehensive, legally
required justification of candidate ranking and short-listing decisions
is necessary.

Applications in Data Analysis
and Decision Making (Cont)
• The formulation of a person specification involves a group decision
making process.
• Derive a collective opinion from a selection panel of domain
experts.
• Uncertainties in specifying job requirements arise from the differing
opinions and preferences on required skills criteria of each expert.
• Meetings and discussion sessions can be time consuming, difficult to
coordinate for reaching a fair consensus opinion.
• The consistency of each expert varies and the opinions of more
reliable and experienced experts should be weighted higher.
• We want to model and represent all the varying opinions and
preferences of each expert that characterise their decisions for
ranking CVs.
• Directly handle these uncertainties in an objective way.

Type-2 FLC Applications:
Robotics- I
•

There are many sources of uncertainty facing the robots
operating in real world environments including:

•
•

•

Uncertainties in the robot inputs where the sensors
measurements are typically noisy and are affected by the
conditions of observation (i.e. their characteristics are changed
by the environmental conditions such as wind, sunshine,
humidity, rain, etc.).
Uncertainties in control actions which translates to uncertainties
in the output membership functions of the FLC. Such
uncertainties can result from the change of the actuators
characteristics which can be due to the inconsistency of the
terrain or the change of environmental conditions or robot
physical properties.
Linguistic uncertainties as the meaning of words that are used in
the antecedents and consequents linguistic labels can be
uncertain as words mean different things to different designers.

Type-2 FLC Applications:
Robotics- II

Type-2 FLC for Congestion
Control of Video Streaming-I
•
•
•

In an Internet Protocol (IP) network arriving traffic
streams may contend for bandwidth if there is no
admission control.
For encoded video, the bit-rate is adapted either by
changing the compression quantization parameter at a
live-video encoder or an intermediate transcoder after
partial decoding.
In a congested network, a key problem for video is the
fragile nature of the compressed stream, which means
that the loss of particular packets and more generally
particular pictures or frames has a knock-on effect at the
decoder.

Type-2 FLC for Congestion
Control of Video Streaming-II

•
•
•

Because of its real-time nature, measurement of
available bandwidth is generally performed by
observing in real-time the packet arrival statistics of
the video stream packets.
A network path‟s available bandwidth is volatile as
differing data flows including video streams arrive
and leave network links along the path.
This uncertainty means that an equation-based
congestion controller, especially those that rely on
packet loss feedback will be unsuitable.

Received video frame after a 40% noise level addition to delay measurements with
a) a type-1 FLCC and b) an IT2 FLCC.

Personal Diabetic Diet
Recommendation
•

•

Diabetes Mellitus (DM) is a disorder in which blood levels of glucose
are abnormally high due to either an absolute deficiency of insulin
secretion, or as a result of reduced effectiveness of insulin, or both.
There are various sources of uncertainty involved in such an
applications
• Uncertainties associated with sensed measurements and analysis
associated with diabetes patient which are affected by the
conditions of the measurements and the context of the diabetes
patient.
• Uncertainties associated with the changing behavior, exercise
patterns and context of the patient.
• Linguistic uncertainties where words means different things to
different people.
• The inter and intra user uncertainties associated with the diabetes
experts and dietitians. Where the experts opinion can vary over
time (intra user uncertainties) and there is always variation of
opinion between the various experts (inter user uncertainties).

Personal Diabetic Diet Recommendation II
Type-2 Fuzzy Personal Profile
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Recommended servings of six food groups.
Fig. 14. Recommended servings of six food groups.

Recommended diet menu.

Recommended diet menu.

Other Interval Type-2 Fuzzy
Systems Applications
•

In all the following applications the type-2 Fuzzy Logic Systems (FLSs)
have given excellent responses when handling uncertainties.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type-2 Fuzzy Adaptive Filters (FAF) in the equalization of nonlinear timevarying channels.
Multi-category classification of ground vehicles based on their acoustic
emissions.
MPEG variable bit rate video modelling and classification.
Connection admission control in ATM Networks.
Estimating the network lifetimes for wireless sensor networks.
Forecasting sensed signal strength in wireless sensors.
Diagnosis of diseases.
Representation of the perceptions of lung scan images in order to predict
pulmonary emboli using type-2 fuzzy relations.
Representation of the imprecise perceptions of nurses in the patient
assessment process.
Management of clinical cases of difficult or uncertain diagnosis.

General Type-2 FLCs


Encouraging results have been achieved in DMU in the
robotics domain and a general type-2 FLC hardware chip has
been also produced.

Generalised type-2 fuzzy sets

•
•

•
•

Generalised type-2 fuzzy sets allow for a third dimension to
capture higher order uncertainty
They lie between interval type-2 and type-1 where t1 is crisp
and it2 provides no extra uncertainty information
They present design issues for implementation
• More parameters
• Choice of secondary membership functions.
After the success achieved in interval type-2 FLCs and their
applications to many real world problems, there is now a
strong direction towards investigating the power of general
type-2 FLCs.

General Type-2 Fuzzy Sets

•A secondary membership function is a vertical slice of the general
type-2 fuzzy sets at a given input P.
•Besides the vertical slice representation mentioned above, a general
type-2 fuzzy set can also be represented as a series of wavy slices where
for discrete universes of discourse X and U, Mendel and John have shown
54
that a type-2 fuzzy set can be represented as follows:

•

•

The standard type-reduction method for general type-2 sets is the
centroid type-reduction which is based on computing the centroid of
every wavy slice within the output set.
This is usually not possible in real time control as it leads to
exponentially growing computational requirements as the number of
discretizations increase along the x and y axis.

Fuzzy Sets for Physical Devices
ctd.
Make the “sets” convex...
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Fuzzy Sets for Physical Devices
ctd.




Associate the convex “sets” with the linguistic label.
In this case “near” is defined by 3 points (Ns, Nm and
Ne).

Fuzzy Sets for Physical Devices
ctd.


Interpolate between individual “measurement sets”.

Some comments
•
•

The more samples exist, the more precise the modelling
of the device.
It is easy to extract other types of fuzzy logic sets...

zSlices based general type-2 MF

zSlices

62
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zSlices
 A zSlice is formed by slicing a general type-2 fuzzy set in the third
dimension (z) at level . This slicing action will result in an interval set in
the third dimension with height . As such, a zSlice is equivalent to an
interval type-2 fuzzy set with the exception that its membership grade in
the third dimension is not fixed to 1 but is equal to where 0. Thus the
zSlice can be written as follows:
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zSlices General Type-2 Fuzzy Sets
• A general type-2 fuzzy set can be seen equivalent to the
collection of an infinite number of zSlices:

• Hence, the MF at of the zSlices-based general type-2 fuzzy
set can be expressed as:



Near and Far for the front sonar sensor:

zSlices baes general type-2
fuzzy set

zSlices Join and Meet
Operations
• The join operation between two zSlices-based general type-2 fuzzy sets
reduces to the computation of the join operation (which employs the
maximum t-conorm) between each corresponding zSlice in both sets and can
be written as follows:
• The meet operation between two zSlices-based general type-2 fuzzy sets
reduces to the computation of the meet operation (which employs the
minimum t-norm) between each corresponding zSlices in both sets and can
be written as follows

zSlices Based General Type-2
FLC

zSlices Centroid and Type-Reduction
•

•

The centroid for a zSlices-based general type-2 fuzzy set is equivalent to the
combination of the centroids of its zSlices . The centroid of each individual
zSlice can be calculated in exactly the same fashion as the centroid for
interval type-2 fuzzy sets while maintaining the zLevel of each individual
zSlice. As such, the centroid of a zSlices-based general type-2 set can be
written as the combination of the centroids of its zSlices each associated to
their respective zLevel :
The Center-Of-Sets (COS) type-reducer for zSlices-based general type-2
FLSs simplifies to the combination of the type-reduced sets of each individual
interval type-2 FLS, each associated with their respective zLevel.

Beneifts of zFLcs
•
•

It can be easily seen that the crisp output of the zFLS is the weighted average
of the outputs of the different zLevel induced interval type-2 FLSs. Thus, the
output of the zFLS is aggregating the outputs of several interval type-2 FLSs,
each associated with a specific zLevel.
This shows a great strength of zFLSs which allows the computation with
general type-2 fuzzy sets using a series of slightly modified interval type-2
FLSs (i.e. by employing zSlices) which in turn has a series of advantages as
follows:
• The fact that the complex operations on general type-2 sets can be reduced
to common interval type-2 operations significantly reduces the design and
implementation complexity and thus facilitates the use of general type-2
FLSs.
• The property of zFLSs that allows the computation of each zLevel
independently allows for a high degree of parallel computation.
• The use of zFLSs allows achieving real time performance for general
type-2 FLSs as a result of significantly simplifying the computational
complexity associated with the deployment of general type-2 FLSs.

Experiments
•
•

The experimental environment consists of a covered outdoor circular arena
as well as a secondary experimental site adjacent to the arena with a
sharply cornering wall.
Both sites have been surfaced with standard road tarmac which is uneven in
many places. Additionally, small pebbles, thick parking-space paint
markings, dust, wind and varying levels of humidity affect the robot
performance and introduce additional sources of uncertainty.

zSlices General Type-2 MFs

zSlices based general type-2
FLC

Interval type-2 FLC

Type-1 FLC

zSlices based general type-2
FLC

Interval type-2 FLC

Type-1 FLC

Type-1 FLC

Interval type-2 FLC

zSlices based general type-2
FLC
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Comments
•
•
•
•

•

It is noticed that the zFLSs will give a similar performance when compared to interval
type-2 FLSs in terms of average error and RMSEs as long as no drastic changes to the
FLS inputs are present, while outperforming the interval type-2 FLS in terms of standard
deviation, i.e. consistency.
However, when the FLS inputs change drastically (as was imposed in the second
experimental setup), the zFLS provides a significantly better performance in terms of less
average error and RMSEs when compared to the corresponding interval type-2 and type1 FLSs.
In all cases, it was shown that the zFLS gives a more consistent performance when
compared to the interval type-2 FLS which is in accordance with the results published by
Coupland et al.
This shows that the zFLS is a good compromise in terms of providing a consistent and
good performance when facing the uncertainties generally encountered in real world
environments.
This is because of the fact that zFLSs can model the uncertainties more accurately when
compared to interval type-2 FLSs and type-1 FLSs and as the accuracy of this uncertainty
model increases, the performance of the zSlices-based general type-2 FLS is only set to
79
improve further.

zSlices on Dual Cores
•
•

•
•

We have conducted various experiments on an 8-core microprocessor workstation
and both, the single and the multi-core implementations were implemented in
Java™.
It is clear that the multi-core zSlices implementation vastly outperforms the singlecore implementation in terms of computation speed as the number of zSlices
increases.
As such, the zSlices implementation can take full advantage of the multi-core
architecture which is quickly becoming the standard for workstations.
It can be seen that the performance does not deteriorate drastically when the
number of zSlices is larger than the number of cores available (8 in our case). The
reason for this is that during the computation of a control cycle, some zSlices will
be computed significantly faster than others (e.g. less rules fire as the zLevel
increases) and as such the processor cores can immediately start the computation of
another zSlice.

 The dramatic increase in performance provided by the multi-core zSlices
implementation makes the use of general type-2 FLS a realistic possibility
in control applications today.
 Finally, we would like to add that the multi-core implementation is still
under development and the overheads which are still present currently will
hopefully be decreased in the future, helping to speed up the computation.

Computational Performance Comparison of T1, IT2,
zSlices based & standard general type-2 FLS
• Consider M discretization of the x-Axis and N discretization of the y-Axis,
the number of operations for the computation of the join or meet operation
between two standard general type-2 fuzzy sets is
• For zSlices based general type-2 fuzzy sets, with I being the number of
zSlices and M being the number of discretizations of the x-Axis of
operations required for the computation of the join or meet operations rises
in a linear fashion:

• zSlices based general type-2 Fuzzy systems work and

•
•

provide already good results.
The implementation is entirely based on established
interval type-2 theory!
• Easy, fast (and thus cheap) to implement.
• Very fast to compute
By varying the number of zLevels we can easily scale
from low to high precision in terms of the uncertainty
model (with a proportional increase in computational
complexity)

• Interval type-2 FLCs work great in problems which
face a high degree of uncertainty.
• If we know details about the distribution of this
uncertainty, the framework of general type-2 fuzzy
logic allows for accurately modelling the uncertainty
and achieving better results.

•  too much uncertainty is not a good thing...

Conclusions
• Type-2 FLCs offer a very powerful paradigm for uncertainty handling
•
•

•

in real world applications and environments where there are large
amounts of uncertainty that are difficult to predict.
With the recent advances that allowed to speed the performance of
type-2 FLCs, it is now envisaged to see the widespread of type-2
FLCs to many challenging applications.
Work has started in investigating the power of general type-2 FLCs
following the great success of interval type-2 FLCs.
ZFLCs can form a very good forward for modelling and handling
complex uncertainties which were difficult to model using existing
techniques

Notes from the Type-2 FLC
Applications-I
•
•

When the level of uncertainty is low, the type-2 FLC will give
similar control responses to those achieved using type-1
FLCs.
It is advisable to use type-2 FLCs when there are high or
unpredictable levels of uncertainty. This is the case with the
majority of most real world applications.
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Notes from the Type-2 FLC
Applications-II
•
•
•

Type-2 FLCs have been perceived to be
computationally expensive techniques for
uncertainty management in real world applications.
However, recent advances have resulted in speeding
the type-2 FLCs and producing hardware solutions
that enable a parallel type-2 FLC to be faster by 10
times than the used commercial controllers.
This opens the way to the widespread of type-2
FLCs in various real world applications.

